Different kinds of "gender gap" have been reported in different walks of the scientific life, almost always favouring male scientists over females. In this work, for the first time, we present a large-scale empirical analysis to ask whether female scientists with the same level of scientific accomplishment are as likely as males to be recognised. We particularly focus on Wikipedia, the open online encyclopedia that its open nature allows us to have a proxy of community recognition. We calculate the probability of appearing on Wikipedia as a scientist for both male and female scholars in three different fields. We find that women in Physics, Economics and Philosophy are considerable less likely than men to be recognised on Wikipedia across all levels of achievement.
Gender gap | Wikipedia | Scientometrics
Female scholars face many more barriers in their professional path compared to their male colleagues (1, 2) . They have been found to be discriminated against in the workplace (3), in grant applications (4, 5) , and as students (6) (7) (8) , and they experience sexism on daily basis (9) . Apart from systematic biases and barriers against female scholars, that might be a reflection of a wider societal issue, the community of academics themselves might be suffering from prejudice and negative perceptions on female scholars. The question that we ask in this work is if female scholars are less likely to be recognised by their communities for their accomplishments.
Wikipedia, the largest crowd-based knowledge repository has been studied from different angles. There are arguments about its accuracy (10) , coverage (11) , and neutrality (12) , in both directions. Previous work has reported that the level of attention given to scholars measured by the level of activity and the traffic to the Wikipedia articles that are dedicated to them is not in proportion to their scholarly achievements evaluated by scientometrics measures (13) . Wikipedia traffic has been used as a proxy for collective attention (14) and collective memory (15) . However, in this work we use Wikipedia as a proxy for community recognition of academics and simply measure the difference of chances of being featured on Wikipedia for males and females who have similar scientific achievements. We build on previous work that generally reported that Wikipedia suffers from the lack of entries about female scientists (16, 17) and lower quality and information reach of articles about women in general (18) (19) (20) . However, in addition to the existing case reports, here, we take a systematic approach by analysing the data on 15,049 scholars from three different disciplines. See Table 1 for details.
The fundamental question that we are addressing here is if there are fewer Wikipedia entries about female scientists (18) because few women enter the sciences, or because they are less likely to contribute groundbreaking research, or do they face additional hurdles in attaining public recognition for their work for the same level of achievement? To answer this 
Results
We employ logistic regression to test the relationship between gender and Wikipedia recognition, controlling for h-index. For details of data collection and gender detection see Materials and Methods. We start with a simple model that has the following structure
where W denotes the existence of a Wikipedia page, g denotes the gender of the scientist, h their h-index, and B1 and B2 are the model constants. This model assumes that being male or female changes the chance of recognition irrespective of academic achievement. In the nest step, considering that scientific accomplishments by females might be viewed differently, we add a new term to the model with an interaction between h-index and gender,
The results from the fit of the model to the data presented in Table 2 point towards structural discrimination in the 1 To whom correspondence should be addressed. E-mail: taha.yasseri@oii.ox.ac.uk Fig. 1 . Probability of male (purple) and female (green) scholars getting a Wikipedia page at different levels of scientific standing for Physics, Economics, and Philosophy, from left to right. Error bars are too small to be visible.
Table 2
Dependent variable: Wikipedia page exists recognition of scientific achievement. Regardless of field of study, being male significantly increases the chance of being recognised and featured on Wikipedia. The negative interaction effect between gender and hindex suggests that Wikipedia's bias towards men is strongest amongst scientists with relatively low indexes. Gender plays a smaller role in the recognition of academics with exceptional academic standing.
Logistic regression produces log-odds as coefficients; using those, we have plotted the probability that an economist of both genders is recognised with a Wikipedia page at different h-index levels ( Figure 1) . A female economist with an average h-index has a probability of 0.11 of being recognised by Wikipedia, while an average male economist has a probability of 0.18. A male economist has to achieve an h-index of 11 for a similar probability of public recognition as a female economist with an h-index of 19. Similar patterns are observed for Physics and Philosophy. Women are 19%, 37% and 50% less likely to receive recognition than male peers when both have an average h-index in Physics, Economics and Philosophy respectively. We calculate these percentages by dividing the predicted probability of a women with an average h-index of having a Wikipedia page by the predicted probability for a man with the same h-index to have a Wikipedia page in the same field of research.
To check the robustness, we provide a number of variations of this model to see if the effects hold. To control for crossdiscipline differences, we run separate models per field to investigate the differences between fields (see Table S1 ). To further check the robustness of the results, we use alternative measures for scientific achievement such as raw number of citations and h5 index to test if that changes the outcomes (see Table S2 ). This finding holds when controlling for field (see Table 2 ), when run separately for every field (see Table S1 ) and when alternative measures are used (see Table S2 ). It is statistically significant at p < 0.01 in all analyses.
Discussions
We report on evidence of a bias against recognising the scientific accomplishments of women on Wikipedia. Men are more likely to be awarded a page in the world's most influential encyclopedia than women with similar scientometric records. This finding is replicated in Physics (natural sciences), Economics (social sciences), and Philosophy (humanities). The magnitude of male advantage is remarkably similar across the disparate fields.
It is beyond the scope of this paper to establish the causal mechanism behind the gender gap in recognition. Is research from women taken less seriously? Are males more easily given access to public fora to discuss their findings? And one should note that the biases reported in this work are on top of the reported biases on research funding allocations (21), publishing practices and hiring exercises (22, 23) .
We must also note that a portion of the reported bias might be due to the known gender gap among Wikipedia editors. It is notable that there are few female editors amongst the ranks of Wikipedia editors (17, 24) . The Wikimedia Foundation might want to consider policy changes to give women equal recognition for equal work as an starting point to battle this societal malfunction in a wider scope.
Materials and Methods
The analysis is conducted with three measures: scientific accomplishment (retrieved with Google Scholar), gender (retrieved from genderize.io) and recognition from Wikipedia (retrieved from the Wikipedia API). We will cover each measure in the following sections. The summary statistics are available in Table 1 and in Table S3 .
A. Scientific Accomplishment. While scientists receive many forms of recognition, the most common measure is the citation. Citation metrics have increased in importance in the scientific realm. The h-index is widely preferred over raw citation counts, because it accounts for both the number of publications and citations (25) . Many universities set minimum h-index values for new hires, and some universities base promotions on hindex thresholds (26) .
The source of our dataset is Google Scholar. We queried a particular field and collected names in the order Google Scholar presents them, which is ordered by citation count. For every scientist, we retrieved citation counts, their name and their institution. Google Scholar has been found to have the largest coverage as compared to other databases, with up to 33% more authors than its direct competitors and more diverse publications, such as conference papers and books (27) (28) (29) . Thus, we are satisfied that Google Scholar gives an accurate and comprehensive overview of active scholars and their citations.
Collecting data from Google Scholar is laborious, so we sampled scholars from three fields in different parts of the academic world: Physics (natural sciences), Economics (social sciences) and Philosophy (humanities) (30) . As reported in Table 1 , the number of scholars in our sample, the gender balance and proportion of scholars with Wikipedia pages differs per field.
Our sample of scholars is non-random, because scientists were ordered by h-index. However, we collected the top 10,000 available scholars from a field. The 'bottom' of our sample contains scholars with h-indices as low as 1, so we cover a wide range of achievement. If we missed scholars, they must have very few citations and publications. This does not compromise our analysis, because these scholars are not likely to receive recognition from Wikipedia and thus not relevant. All three citation measures are not normally distributed (See Figures  S1-S3 ) and transformed for the regression analysis.
B. Gender. Google Scholar does not list the gender of a scientist. Therefore, we must detect the gender of a scholar based on their first name. This technique is widely used and accurate (2, 31) . We use genderize.io API, which makes use of a database of 216286 names from 79 countries and 89 languages to make prediction. Conveniently, genderize.io reports the number of times a given name appears in their database and the proportion of the two sexes. We applied strict filters: only predictions with a confidence greater than 90% based on a minimum sample size of 10 were accepted. This measure cut our sample down to 15,049 from 23.000 scholars collected via Google Scholar.
Genderize makes the assumption that persons who are a woman identify as female. However, both sexes can identify as many genders. The analysis would be superior if we could use the identified genders of every scientist, but this possibility is not available. Given that it is common for women to identify as female and men as male, we use the Genderize categorization as the closest available proxy.
C. Recognition by Wikipedia. We queried the Wikipedia API with the names of scholars to check for Wikipedia pages under their name. When the Wikipedia page is listed under a slightly different name or a known alias, the Wikipedia API automatically refers us to the correct page. We checked a sample of 30 codings manually and found no miscodings. 
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